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Foreword
When I started taking photos of my friends in high school back in 1975 (pictures
that were the seventies’ equivalent to your average Facebook profile picture of
today), I never thought for even a moment that as an adult I’d end up working as
a professional fashion and portrait photographer. As I progressed through school,
I started absorbing some of the theory that I was picking up in my photography
classes, and then I caught the bug: a serious passion for photographing anything
and everything.
Throughout my university years, I concentrated on becoming a full-time fine art
photographer, shooting urban landscapes and edgy portraits of interesting people.
It was then that a professor challenged me to combine my love of landscape and
portraiture by trying my hand at fashion photography, my first commercial venture.
Remembering my first efforts, and photographing the pretty young women at
university, one interesting question kept arising. When the young, inexperienced
models were in front of my camera, they almost invariably asked the same thing:
“What do you want me to do?” Even young professional models today still ask that
same question.
Knowing what you want, as a serious yet inexperienced photographer, takes a fair
amount of research. You should study all the magazines you’d love to work for and
decide not only on the shooting style you’d like to adopt and make your own, but
also how you want your models and subjects to respond to your cameras and
concepts—how they should pose in the environments you create, both in the
studio and on location.
With nearly 30 years in the business, I’ve worked for highly respected fashion
magazines from New York to Milan, Paris, and London, and shot for clients such
as Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s in the USA and Nokia, Reebok, Marks & Spencer,
Selfridges, and many others throughout Europe. I’ve always hoped to achieve
a higher level of trained visual integrity, not only for my studio and location
compositions, or due to my dedication to beautiful lighting technique, but also to
achieve a sense of intimate communication and understanding between my subjects
and myself. Creating an instant relationship with models in fashion and sitters in my
portrait work is the reason I continue to commit myself to this profession.
I’ve written this book as a handy reference guide to intelligent posing, and to
celebrate the multitude of elegant, unusual, and even humorous poses that can
be achieved by photographers and their models with just a bit of curiosity and
investigation. I wanted to demonstrate that there is a pose for every garment,
situation, and possibility under the sun.
I’d like to thank the many photographers I’ve researched from around the globe
who kindly contributed to this effort, not only by supplying their own brands
of brilliant photographic work on posing, but also with their insightful
words capturing their own take on the concept of the pose.
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About This Book
This book is organized into two chapters. The first, Technical Know-How, is
your professional guide to the process of photography, from start to finish.
The second chapter, The Poses, is a comprehensive directory featuring over
1,000 poses for photographing women. Split into key categories, you‘ll be
able to find a variety of poses to rework in your own shoots.
Chapter 1: Technical Know-How,
pages 8–37
30

31

LOCA TI ON V S. STU DI O

The decision to shoot in the
studio or on location is
most often down to the
client and the shooting
style of the photographer.

ASK YOURSELF:
O

Does swimwear require a
swimming pool, the ocean,
or a studio?

O

Would lingerie be best
shot in a bedroom or a
boudoir-style studio set?

O

What differences would
there be between shooting
business attire in an office
environment or in an
antique desk and chair
scene in the studio?

O

Does high fashion require
a ballroom or very highly
placed, elegant lighting on
a dark gray background?

O

What would casual attire
look like with a streetscene backdrop or a
white colorama?

O

Does jeanswear require
a countrified scene or a
painted concrete wall in
the studio?

Location vs. Studio
Shooting in the studio isolates the model
from a detailed and often confusing
natural environment, placing her on
a background that causes minimal
interference. Lighting can be adjusted
to suit the photographer’s exact
requirements.
Shooting on location is always an
adventure. Locations both inside and out
can include the most beautiful sights on
Earth, and clients are often willing and
able to pay accordingly for the privilege
of including them as backgrounds in
their campaigns. Artificial lighting can
always be brought along to augment the
qualities of the sunshine, but, if it rains,
the client must be prepared to wait, with

White backgrounds
Photographers and clients alike love white
backgrounds because the subject becomes the sole
object of the image, and the viewer has no choice
but to acknowledge it. (Emma Durrant-Rance)

Chapter 2: The Poses,
pages 38–315

all the implications that go with that.
When deciding where to shoot, consider:
Is it better to shoot the model (and the
garment) in the controlled isolation of
the studio, or might the client feel the
item would be better portrayed in
the great outdoors, full of natural
backgrounds and various imperfections?
DECIDING FACTORS
Is complete control over environment an
issue? Some garments look best when
there are no “issues” confusing the
situation. For example, a high-fashion
outfit with many colors or features might
work best on a simple colorama
background paper in the studio.
O Nature or not? Perhaps the outfits are
colorful playsuits that would look great
on a model jumping on a trampoline
against a deep blue sky. This could be
re-created in studio, but not without a
gargantuan amount of retouching and
post-production. Swimsuits look amazing

on beautiful beaches, but can also
become truly sculptural pieces on
a simple white or charcoal-gray
background in the studio.
O Does the image require extra-special
care? Some garments need to be
extremely well pressed and possibly
pinned to hold their perfect contours and
symmetry, so working in the studio may
be the easier, desirable option, especially
from the standpoint of the fashion stylist.
Shooting on location could cause each
shot to take twice as long, affecting the
budget in a big way.
O Would the image benefit from having
other people in it? Some outfits just feel
better in and among other humans.
Business suits look great shot on Wall
Street, for instance, but keep in mind that
“extras” need to be out of focus to avoid
lawsuits. It’s very unlikely that your
assistant will be able to get all of those
strangers to sign a model release.
O Is weather an issue to get the
message across? Bright sunshine can
be easily reproduced in the studio using
tungsten or HMI daylight-corrected
lighting, where rain is never on the cards.
This question can sometimes depend
on the flexibility of the client’s budget,
as being rained out costs the client
thousands of dollars a day, but a
beautiful natural background can’t be
reproduced in studio.

Photos by professionals
are featured throughout,
representing a variety of
styles. The name of each
photographer is given at
the end of the caption
written by Eliot.

Each main category
is subdivided for ease
of reference and the relevant
considerations are discussed.

Are props an issue? Do you need large
animals or cars? If the garments would
be suited to sitting on or inside large
props such as camels or cars, the easier
choice is the great outdoors (as long as
weather changes are not a big issue).
But there is also the option of hiring a
very large ground-floor studio that can
accommodate cars and almost anything
a creative photographer can think of.
O Does the image need to have a sense
of unlimited space? A sense of natural
vastness is not as easy to replicate in the
studio as it would be in the Sahara or
the Grand Canyon—although a very large
studio background can give the viewer a
great sense of space that might just as
well serve the needs of the designer, and
give extra control to the photographer
and stylist.
O

Risk assessment
Shooting on location or in a studio
can both be considered controlled
chaos, but the studio has no
inclement weather and the crew
can work comfortably all day—and
night—without external distraction.
Location shooting adds tons of
natural and unnatural character to
the background that studio shooting
simply can’t, which often makes the
uncertainties of venturing outside
the studio well worth the risk.

44

Most commercial fashion and portrait photography applications—catalogs,
brochures, advertising—make good use of poses that consist of standing
straight. These poses accentuate a model’s figure, showing it in full, while
allowing the clothes to hang flatteringly and without interference.
Don’t confuse standing straight with being boring, however; interesting
uses of arms, hands, legs, and attitude combine to create great images that
sell clothes, the wearer, and, ultimately, the photographer.

Standing
> 40–99
Sitting
> 100–143

Among the trees
Here the dress is shot in an interesting location
that works with the garment to sell the fashion
and the mood without creating such a distraction
that the dress no longer seems important.
(David Leslie Anthony)

Crouching
> 144–165
Kneeling
> 166–189

STREET ATTITUDE
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The mechanical aspect:
Using hands and arms to convey attitudes and
emotions gives standing shots more intensity. This
model gives a clear and direct look to camera, but
with her right eye shaded by the cap, it feels a little
sinister. Her finger to her lips brings the viewer’s
attention to the face; use this sparingly.

7/6/12 8:03
8:01 PM

Frame-filling stretch
Sometimes known as a “waking stretch,” this demonstrative action
creates movement. The model’s feet are positioned quite wide apart
to add even more dynamics to the skirt. Try with her head turned to
the camera, and then to the opposite side. (Conrado)

Hands up, asymmetric hips
While both arms are up, as left, the two shots couldn’t be
more different from each other. This model’s pose is more
confrontational and with her strong but off-center hip position,
the outcome is direct rather than passive. (Alexander Steiner)

Exaggerated
> 252–267
Bodywork
> 268–291

Tech talk:
Technically this is a proficient studio job. The main
light is crisp, and a silver umbrella can bring out
the model’s glowing skin (a touch of moisturizer
also helps). To the rear and left of the model is a
backlight on a stand, pointing toward the model,
forming the halo on her right side. This light is
prevented from hitting the background, so the
background stays dark.
(Yulia Gorbachenko)

Professional
photographers’ work
illustrates key points.

Head &
Shoulders
> 292–305
Expressions
> 306–315

Symmetrical hands on hips
Hands on hips and an engaging, intense facial expression combine
to create a sense of arrogance, which often works well with couture.
Note the high direct light over the center of the model, which throws
dramatic shadows below her eyes and neck. (Alex MacPherson)

t Sequences

TPPW_P40-69_Standing_.indd 44

Tipping
the hat

Bold
positioning
of the arms

114
4

7/6/12 8:54
8:53 PM

On a Low Chair

Leaning into one hand on hip
The model raises her shoulder and head to create a look of
condescension. The lighting is soft, but because it’s from the
extreme right side of the camera, and there is no reflection at
camera left, it still creates a sense of drama. (Konstantin Suslov)
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Select images are
discussed in more
depth and are
accompanied by
lighting diagrams.

Interesting
hand
gesture

SITTING
THE SEQUENCE
The sequence here is a mixture

The agent of this jazz singer and bandleader wanted photos
that conveyed a serious and confident manner, reflecting the
style of music. The contemporary chaise provided a prop
the singer could respond to and put to use.

Reclining
> 190–215
Movement
> 216–251

Use with:
Select clothes that have a “street” edge to them.
As in this image, sometimes all you need is a prop
like a baseball cap to get the idea across. Don’t
overdo the props; it often takes just one to set the
mood in motion.

Helpful lists
summarize main
article, and share tips
and tricks of the trade.
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STANDING | STRAIGHT

STANDI NG

Straight

of similar poses, varied by
changes in arms, legs, hands,
and facial expression. Frame 1
and tipping of the hat started
the sequence. Note that

Eliot’s selection
This particular photo was chosen
to represent the singer. It shows
her in a warm and seemingly natural
light. The angles of the hands, arms,
legs, and feet create a dynamic
composition that captures the
essence of her musical style. Her
shoulders are straight and her
expression is determined. Her feet
are far apart, which is typically
a masculine pose, and with her
inverted hand on her knee, she looks
like a cool and confident performer.

although the subject is dressed
in a masculine style, her

2

1

delicate hand positions all point

3

to the more feminine side of the
performer. While most of the
poses are on the bolder side, 4
Expression
less
confident
than in other
frames

becomes more coquettish,
sweet, and subdued because
the knees are together and the
feet are turned inward. Note
how the subject responds to
being asked to keep changing

7 Photographer Profiles

Professional photographers let
you in on their secrets—how they
work and how they achieve their
own unique style.

Knees in for
a coquettish
position

her hand positions. Hands, in
general, can make an otherwise
perfect image less than perfect
when they are not in sync with

168

the rest of the body. Frames 1,

K NE E L ING

169

3, 7, and 8 are all great
examples of hand positions that
complement the body dynamics

4

6

5

of the subject. All of these

ELIOT SIEGEL

Camera used:
Nikon D3s

Eliot is a New York City-born fashion,

Lighting used:
Elinchrom

portrait, and fine art photographer. Having
lived and worked in so many cities and

Never be without:
A camera—any type at all times of the day

frames could be main shots,
but frame 8 would have been
the perfect alternative to the

Natural
expression
and pose

top choice. The pose is almost

Fingers
extended
(compare to
main shot)

identical, but the vibrant smile

SACHIEVE AN UNDERSTANDING,
A CONNECTION, AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE WITH THE MODEL TO PUSH
HER FURTHER AND MAKE MORE
EMOTIONAL IMAGEST

countries around the world, his work is
influenced by the various cultures and

suggests a more ebullient
enthusiasm, compared to the
serious performer with an air

attitudes to which he has been exposed.

In a shoot for a new collection
by young fashion designer Helen
Elizabeth Spencer of London, 15
outfits needed to be shown using
a strong visual continuity in
photographic style along with
plenty of diversity to keep the
collection powerful. This is one
of my favorite printing techniques,
called Polaroid Transfer, which
is a photo taken using a Polaroid
camera, but by using force,
transferring the image onto a new
receptacle—in this case a thick,
acid-free, art-quality paper.
Perfect results can be hard to pin
down at first but, after a bit of trial
and error, the perfect accident is
just waiting to expose itself.

of mystery.

7
TPPW_P100-143 Sitting_.indd 114
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Eliot explains his
photo selections
from real-life shoot
sequences taken for
a variety of clients.

Individual frames
are analyzed
and compared.

8
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I became a fashion photographer after looking at French
and Italian Vogue magazines one day while studying fine art
photography. I was amazed that a photographer could take a
model and some frocks and create a complete fantasy, within
a commercial setting, which could be seen also as a work of
art. One of the things I love most about fashion photography
is the intense yet momentary relationships I must create with
the model in order to achieve my vision. My work is based on
both movement and stationary posing, but almost always with
direct confrontation with my subject. I want the model’s eyes
to pierce my camera lens and share this personal moment
with the viewer.
I enjoy photographing women in a kneeling pose because
I love to create new and previously unseen positions. Most
of fashion is shot from a standing position, which is often
necessary to show an outfit, but with kneeling, and the
careful positioning of body and limbs, it’s often possible to
create a new visual experience.

The sequence
appears in full
so you can see the
shoot process, and
what works and
what doesn’t.

I was briefed to create a strong, elegant, yet sexually charged
image as a lead photo for this actress. She was able to manage
this difficult pose. Her upstretched arms create cleavage and
her face is partly obscured behind her mass of hair. Her eyes
are fixed sensually on the camera. To add mystery and
technique, I laid an old photo I had taken of a wooden desk top
with a window reflection on top of the original photo, which
created the window-like highlight on the background.

A CD cover for this singer/songwriter had to convey her femininity and her
strong inner self. She wanted a portrait rather than a typical fashion shot. An
elegant, glass-beaded designer dress was a challenge for the model, as it was
uncomfortable to kneel on, but the determination to maintain a good pose won
out. Using a direct flash light source on a boom, high enough over the model’s
head to produce a sharp, strong, yet flattering shadow, a direct flash head was
splashed onto the dark gray background to add shading. Although she had her
hands on her upper thighs to start, I suggested moving her hands to the floor in
front of her to create this more predatory quality.
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The brief was to shoot
a sincere image of this
rising star that showed
her positive energy and
spirit. I often find that
having the model kneel
on the floor puts her in
a very workable mood.
With the singer’s music
on loudly, it didn’t take
much encouragement
for her to sing along to
it, which brought out the
lovely vibe you see in
the photo. The singer
was kneeling on a dark
gray studio background.
Using a large window
frame with no glass,
I set up a flash with
a direct head (no
diffusion) and put it
at a distance from the
window, causing the
strong but slightly
smudged shadows of
the windowpanes on the
background.

TPPW_P166-189 Kneeling_.indd 169

There exists a spoken and unspoken
competitiveness among fashion
photographers to shoot the best “white
shirt” shot. In this version, I wanted the
model to show off her curves and be as
sensual as possible. With just a couple of
buttons of the shirt undone, the lighting,
which is strong and from the left side,
adds contour to her breasts. The model’s
face is soft and relaxed, portraying a
natural sensuality.

7/6/12 5:57
5:58 PM

7/9/12 8:40
8:41 AM
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Head&
Shoulders
Head and shoulders—or beauty—photography represents
an enormous slice of both the advertising and editorial
markets worldwide. Posing for and photographing these
shots is more difficult than it might appear. Lighting setup
is crucial, and the model must have great self-awareness
and self-confidence to be able to pull off the concept, the
ability to create and sustain a mood, and the sensitivity to
provide the emotion. This section explores the three most
general categories of head and shoulders poses: front
angle, side angle, and reclining.

9

High-ambience headshot
A wonderfully ambient image shot in a room with
strong sunlight coming from at least one or two
windows, behind or to the side of the model. Use a
long fluorescent light bank (daylight-corrected) or a
softbox camera left or right for your main light, but
keep the power low enough that the backlights are
more powerful than the front light. This lighting
ratio will give the background of the image its
“blown-out” quality. This photo is shot from above,
encouraging the model to raise her face and catch
the front light. (David Leslie Anthony)
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294

WARWICK STEIN

Camera used:
Hasselblad and Canon
Lighting used:
Bowens

An Irish-born photographer based in the UK,
Warwick specializes in fashion, beauty, and
hair, and has also taken stills for film and TV.
He is inspired by fashion, film, and works of
photography legends from the 1950s to the
present day.

Never be without:
80mm f2.8 lens

The methods and techniques I use and follow are not typically
textbook. I like to experiment with color, shading, and lighting.
By working closely with clients and understanding their
needs, the results seem to translate perfectly and are above
and beyond expectations. I try to get inside my clients’ head to
realize and visualize their end goal. I was lucky enough to be
asked in 2003 to attend Paris Fashion Week and shoot for
Yahya al Bishri, a designer to the late HRH Princess Diana
and the Saudi Royal Family. In 2009 I was asked to work
with Sebastian Professional, a brand of Wella, to shoot the
Sebastian “Cult Team” 2010 hairstyles for a special feature in
Runway magazine Fall/Winter 2010. The success of this led to
me being asked to join the Session Expert course in London,
Manchester, and Scotland, which was led by Dom Capel, UK
Creative Style Artist for Sebastian Professional. In 2011 I was
asked to shoot collections for the British Hairdressing Awards,
Leanna Sutherland, and John L. Morrison.

This elegant picture speaks for itself: a soft, dressy look with an
inviting mix of sexy (one eye obscured by sweeping fringe) and
renaissance (the cascading curls); a bit of now with a twist of retro.
The soft lighting used complements and highlights the soft curls of the
hair. The image was published in Runway magazine Fall/Winter 2010.
(Sebastian Professional Cult Team 2010)

This precision haircut could be taken only from this angle to accentuate the
sharpness of the overall look and great geometric shape. The simplicity of the pose
could have been taken straight from the Vidal Sassoon cutting manual. The heavy
contrast that complements the model’s skin adds to the style of the picture.
(Colin McAndrew Hair Collection 2011)
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HEAD & SHOULDERS

These shots were inspired by
the late Alexander McQueen’s
collection of Fall/Winter 2009.
The poses and look I chose for
the models convey women of
strength and power. Shooting
downward in the image left
captures the sharpness and
angles of the model’s face,
giving the shot more power
and drawing the viewer’s
attention to the fiery red
hair. The softer image below
required the model to face the
lens, to show the fringe as
well as the beautiful triangular
plait, which is reflected in the
angle of the elbow to provide
symmetry. When shooting
images of this nature, it
requires skill to achieve the
correct balance between the
hairlines and the model’s
pose. (Leanna Sutherland
Hair Collection 2011)

SCAPTURE AN IMAGE
SPONTANEOUSLY WHILE
CONNECTING NATURAL
BEAUTY, INNER EMOTION,
AND THE ELEGANCE OF
THE MODELT

This collection as a whole was based on stars, constellations,
and space. Using a lower angle when composing this shot
allowed this image to feature the precision cut around the
fringe and ear. I asked the model to look away from the
camera, to allow the haircut to be the focal point rather than
the model. Her pose portrays authority, which transcends
into the haircut. (“Orion” Hair Collection by stylists J. L.
Morrison and Carolyn Russell)
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Front
Framing with hands
Beautifully direct, the eyes
“speak” to the viewer, while the
model’s hands form a natural
frame around her face. The
makeup is impeccable, with the
lipstick in particular remarkably
accurate, which is important when
they are such a focal point. (David
Leslie Anthony)

Shooting from the front makes up the biggest
portion of the head-and-shoulders genre.
Advertisers most often want models to be direct
and make eye contact to catch the attention of the
public (and their purchasing power). In terms of
physical requirements, immaculately manicured
hands and the ability to make varied, interesting
gestures with them are essential.
The success of great head and shoulders work
is also dependent on the artistry and technical
proficiency of the hair and makeup team, and, of
course, the digital retouching.

Extended neck
Tilting the face up and shooting from
a low angle is a great way to show an
elegant neck. Re-create this light by
using one flash at far camera right. Place
the light, then have the model twist and
turn her face to find just the right spot.
Note the triangle of light on the shadow
side of the face. (David Leslie Anthony)

Drifting away
This image is gentle in its approach; the
model’s eyes are closed softly as if she
is deep in thought, while the hands form
a delicate pedestal for a face that is
literally aglow. Try desaturating the color
while adding contrast to achieve a similar
look. (Nicola Gaughan)
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Big hair
Shot in black and white for maximum graphic appeal,
this image would make many a hair-product company
smile. Shoot this look with one light on the model,
high enough to create deep shadows that knock out
her eyes, and no reflection. Use a single graduated
light on the background. (David Leslie Anthony)

Standing
> 40–99
Sitting
> 100–143
Crouching
> 144–165
Kneeling
> 166–189
Reclining
> 190–215
Movement
> 216–251
Exaggerated
> 252–267
Golden girl
The mood here is made provocative by the
styling of the hair and makeup: full red lips
and romantically curled hair with sweeping
fringe, and large precious-stone pendant.
The golden tones add alluring warmth.
(Amy Dunn)

Bodywork
> 268–291
Head &
Shoulders
> 292–305
Expressions
> 306–315

Captivating gaze
The gentle movement of the hair and
the raised hand frame this model’s
expressive beauty. Models need to be
actresses, helping you convey various
messages to the viewer. The casting
is the time to find out whether a
particular model has the aptitude to
be more than just a pretty face. (David
Leslie Anthony)
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Engaging confidence
Here the look invites the viewer into
the model’s confidence. Use a table
and adjustable posing stool so the
model can put her elbows down at
just the right height for her size.
(Crystalfoto)
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Side
Much of beauty advertising and editorial magazine photography is
shot from the side. Many fashion magazine covers are shot from
this angle as well, because full frontal doesn’t always highlight the
most attractive angles of a particular woman’s face. While front-on
beauty often flattens the facial structures, side-on beauty brings
out more of the angles of the facial structure, such as the nose
and jawline.
Taking a head and shoulders shot from a side angle provides
ample opportunity for playing with the model’s profile, choosing
the outline of her face and emphasizing details such as eyelashes,
cheekbones, nose, lips, and hairstyle.
Intellectual beauty
Highly arched eyebrows, swept-back hair,
prominent cheekbones, unflinching gaze,
and long neck all combine to create an air
of sophistication. If you need this kind of
look, check that your model can perform
at casting stage. (Amy Dunn)

Super coiffe, optical spot
Using a dark gray background, keep
the model well away from the paper,
and create different shapes of light
using a focusing optical spot
attachment for flash/strobe lighting.
The precision lighting helps portray
the elaborate hairstyle beautifully.
(Warwick Stein)

Turning away
It’s amazing how much the turn of
a head and face can affect a photo.
Even though the body remains the
same, the pose goes from merely
thoughtful to a much more remote
sense of emotional detachment.
This shot is all about the hair.
(Warwick Stein)

Prominent shoulder
The tilt of the model’s face along with the turn of her
shoulder indicate a touch of condescension. The light can be
matched by using a direct flash or tungsten head, with a flag
or two placed to hold back segments of light from the body
and face. (Amy Dunn)
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Standing
> 40–99
Sitting
> 100–143
Crouching
> 144–165
Kneeling
> 166–189
Knowing look
This model is shot from a low angle, giving her the visual upper hand.
The camera position succeeds in elongating her neck (note the
dramatic lighting), and the eyes are looking down at the viewer for
that penetrating, all-knowing look. (Nikolai D)

Portraiture
The classic styling of this image, along with the beautiful
fire-red head of hair on the model and her elegant pose,
work together to create an alluring, vintage style of portrait.
(Hannah Radley-Bennett)

Reclining
> 190–215
Movement
> 216–251
Exaggerated
> 252–267
Bodywork
> 268–291
Head &
Shoulders
> 292–305
Expressions
> 306–315

Distinctive class
The combination of flawless haughty face upturned to the side and
the model’s gloved hand leaves the viewer with a sense of wealth
and timeless elegance. Like the “Knowing look” photo above this one,
shooting from below reinforces the superiority of the subject. Note also
the strong lines in the background, which draw us in further to the
model in the center of everything. (David Leslie Anthony)
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Over-the-shoulder glance
This pose is given extra impact by the beauty of the extreme
side lighting, dramatically illuminating the model and leaving
a triangle of light on her shadow-side cheekbone. Her hand
grasping her arm adds to the sense of tension created by her
direct gaze. (Yulia Gorbachenko)
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A
accessorizing 19, 26–27, 76–77
Adobe Aperture 32–33
Adobe Lightroom 32–33
advertising styling 20
Angle, Roderick 88–89
animals, as props 27
Anthony, David Leslie 254–255
appropriate styling 20

crouching 144–165
front 148–152
knees wide 150–152
Radim Korinek 146–147
side 153–163
from crouch to recline
160–161
leaning back 156–157
one foot forward 158–159
perched on heels 162–163

B
back to camera 86–87
bending 66–67
bird’s-eye view 10, 11, 117, 212
body weight, shifting 54–55
bodywork 268–291
Arnold Henri 270–271
kneeling 286–287
reclining 288–289
sitting 280–285
on a chaise 282–283
on leg 284–285
standing 272–279
full-length 276–277
using a chair 278–279
brochure styling 20
burning 36, 37

D
dancing 236–239
dynamic dance 238–239
digital correction and enhancement
34–37
cloning and healing 36
color 35
dodging and burning 36
exposure and contrast control 34
liquifying 37
sharpening filter 35
dodging 36
Dublin, Sheradon 64–65
Dunn, Amy 192–193
Durrant-Rance, Emma 308–309

camera
back to 86–87
standing back to 86–87
standing straight to 56–57
turning to 300–301
camera angles 10–11
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catalog styling 20
chair
sitting on a low 114–115
using, in bodywork 278–279
Chua, Apple Sebrina 244–245
cloning 36
clothes 242–247
Apple Sebrina Chua 244–245
high energy 246–247
color: digital correction/
enhancement 35
Copley, Clara 78–79
cropping 12–13
bad crops 13
in Photoshop 13
what to crop 12
when to crop 12
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Goodwin, Adam 72–73

H
hair: movement 240–241
hairstyling 22–23
long vs. short 23
natural for daytime 22
sophisticated for evening 22
head & shoulders 292–305
front 296–297
reclining 302–303
side 298–299
turning to camera 300–301
Warwick Stein 294–295
healing 36
Henri, Arnold 270–271
high camera angle 10, 11
high energy 246–247
hunched 66–67

J
Johnson, Bri 90–91
jumping 234–235

K

E
C

G

Eames, Jack 42–43
editorial styling 20
environment, comfortable 28–29
exaggerated 252–267
David Leslie Anthony 254–255
on location 262–265
studio setting 256–261
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expressions 306–315
Emma Durrant-Rance 308–309
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bodywork 286–287
both knees 178–181
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on one knee 172–173
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location
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location vs. studio 30–31
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M
makeup 24–25
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sophisticated for evening 25
Marionette, The 260–261
movement 216–251
Claire Pepper 218–219
clothes 243–247
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dancing 236–239
dynamic dance 238–239
hair 240–241
jumping 234–235
leg lift 220–223
running 230–233
on the spot 232–233
turning 224–225
walking 226–229
Paul Fosbury 228–229

N
natural light vs. studio light 16–17
neutral camera angle 11

O
outdoors, sitting in 132–133
over-the-shoulder gaze 84–85
overcast light 16

P

F
fashion accessories 26–27
feet crossed (standing) 52–53
filters, sharpening 35
floor, reclining on the 194–199
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Fosbury, Paul 228–229
furniture
as props 27
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Hannah Radley-Bennett
112–113
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pp.182–183 Photos: Eliot Siegel
and Simon Stewart; model:
Molly Dodge
pp.184–185 Roisin Brown
pp.186–187 Cat B, M&P Models,
London. Helen Spencer Collection
p.188tr Nikolay, Profile Model
Management, London
p.189tl Adrienne
p.189br Sabine, Girl Management
London
p.194b Ayesha Lasker
p.196 Sophie Borbon, Shoot Me
Models, UK
p.197t Anastasyja Romancuka
pp.200–201 Photos: Paul Doherty
(www.pauldohertyphotography.
com) and Eliot Siegel; model:
Sophie Borbon, Shoot Me
Models, UK
pp.202–203 Daisie Hockings, Shoot
Me Models, UK
pp.204–205 Natalija
pp.206–207 Karen, Bookings
Models, London
pp.208–209 Courtney
p.214 Artist: Anita Wright
p.220l Jennifer-Kate Evans,
Bookings Models, London
pp.224b and 231tl Deb Grayson,
Shoot Me Models, UK
pp.232–233 Photos: Simon Stewart
and Eliot Siegel; model:
Molly Dodge
p.234tl Deb Grayson, Shoot Me
Models, UK
pp.238–239 Sybille, FM Models,
London
pp.246–247 Emma Cooper, Shoot
Me Models, UK
p.248tc Sophie Borbon, Shoot Me
Models, UK
p.248bc&br Sophie Borbon, Shoot
Me Models, UK
p.249tc Hollie
p.249br Jennifer B, Shoot Me
Models, UK
p.251tl Deb Grayson, Shoot Me
Models, UK
p.258l Noemi Reina
pp.260–261 Jennifer-Kate Evans,
Bookings Models, London
p.274 Katya Zalitko, Profile Model
Management, London
pp.276–277 and 278–279 Camila
Balbi, Bookings Models, London
pp.281b and 282–283 Manoela Klein
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p.284 Camila Balbi, Bookings
Models, London
pp.286r and 288r Katya Zalitko,
Profile Model Management,
London
p.291tr Camila Balbi, Bookings
Models, London
pp.300–301 Sophie Borbon, Shoot
Me Models, UK
p.311tl Jennifer-Kate Evans,
Bookings Models, London
p.311br Darcy, Shoot Me Models, UK
p.312bl Jenna Harpaul, Shoot Me
Models, UK
pp.314–315 Photos: Simon Stewart
and Eliot Siegel; model:
Molly Dodge

Quarto and Eliot would like to
thank the following photographers
and agencies for supplying images
for inclusion in this book:
t = top, c = center, b = bottom,
r = right, l = left
© John-Paul Pietrus / Art +
Commerce pp.8bc, 21
101 Images, Shutterstock.com
pp. 68t, 223l
Adby, Carli
www.adbycreativeimages.co.uk
sayhello@adbycreative.co.uk
pp.148b, 249c
Ahner, Maxim, Shutterstock.com
p.141cl
AISPIX by Image Source
Shutterstock.com p.22bl
Alias, Shutterstock.com p.165cr
Anatoly, Tiplyashin
Shutterstock.com p.267br
Andrearan, Shutterstock.com
pp.140br, 197b, 250bc, 312br, 313tl
Angle, Roderick
www.roderickangle.com
pp.51tl, 88–89, 138tl
Anthony, David Leslie, www.
davidanthonyphotographer.com
anthonyphoto@rcn.com
pp.4tr, 25br, 30br, 38bl, 39br,
40, 58br, 61bl, 70bl, 94tl, 95tl,
95br, 96cl, 105tl, 109, 117br,
141c, 199, 210b, 212tr, 213t/b,
214cl, 217, 220r, 221tl/b, 224t,
225l, 226t/b, 231tr, 235cl/tr,
242b, 254–255, 256r, 258b,
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263b, 264bl, 266bl/bc, 267tl,
292, 296l/t, 297tl/cl, 299bl, 302t,
304tl/tc, 305tr/cl
Arcurs, Yuri, Shutterstock.com
pp.95cl, 96cr, 99cr, 140tl, 141cr,
152tr, 214tl, 215cr, 251br, 290tc/cr
Ayakovlev.com, Shutterstock.com
pp.237br, 250tr, 266c
Badulescu, Enrique Photography
p.17tr
Bayda, Andrey, Shutterstock.com
p.291bl
Bezergheanu, Mircea
Shutterstock.com p.267cl
Burel, Sebastien, Shutterstock.com
p.31tr
Chen, Aurelie
www.aureliechen.com
pp.23br, 117t, 135tl, 135b, 155tl,
264br, 302b
Christopher, Jason
© Jason Christopher
jasonchristopher.com
jason@jasonchristopher.com
Tel: +001 818–889–9559
pp.39bc, 63, 188bc, 211b, 268
Chua, Apple Sebrina
www.applechua.com
apple@applechua.com
pp.2, 5tl, 38bcr, 69l, 96tl, 132b,
139bl, 166, 198tl, 243tl/tl,
244–245, 273br, 280l
Coka, Shutterstock.com
pp.108bl, 140cr, 152tl, 155tr,
171bl, 181t, 189tr/cl, 248cl,
251tc/bl, 303t/c
Coman, Lucian, Shutterstock.com
p.121b
Conrado, Shutterstock.com
pp.45, 49t/b, 58bl, 92cr, 92bc,
93bl, 94c, 94cr, 95c, 98cr, 106b,
107t, 107br, 110l, 138tr, 138cr,
215tr/bl, 234b, 240b, 242t, 250tl,
266tl/tr/cr, 267bl, 287r, 289t,
304cl, 313tr
Copley, Clara
www.claracopley.co.uk
info@claracopley.co.uk
pp.1, 66br, 78–79, 80l, 81tr,
116bl, 188br
Corbis, p.29
Corne, Natasha
Fashion and Beauty
photographer Natasha Corne
www.natashacorne.com
pp.92tl, 311tr
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pp.8bcl, 12–13
Crystalfoto, Shutterstock.com
pp.46tr, 46br, 51r, 69tr/br, 92tr,
92bl, 93tl, 94tc, 97bl, 99bl, 106t,
142tr, 153bl, 188cl, 212tl,
222tl/bl, 225br, 267tc/bc, 297br
Deinega, Galina, Shutterstock.com
p.304br
Djenkaphoto, Shutterstock.com
p.120b
Dpaint, Shutterstock.com
pp.23tr, 97cl, 237tr, 241b
Dublin, Sheradon
www.sheradondublin.com
pp.46bl, 59bl, 64–65, 273bl
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Durrant-Rance, Emma
www.stunningphotoperfection.com
pp.19br, 30bl, 97bc, 119t, 121cl,
164tl, 308–309
Eames, Jack, www.jackeames.com
pp.42–43, 68b, 105b, 149t, 304tr
Edw, Shutterstock.com p.106bl
Ep_stock, Shutterstock.com p.142bl
Eyedear, Shutterstock.com
pp.8bcr, 24br, 250cl, 258t
Fancy, Shutterstock.com p.148tr
FlexDreams, Shutterstock.com p.38br
Fosbury, Paul
www.paulfosbury.com
mail@paulfosbury.com
Tel: +44 (0)7788 818011
pp.98tc, 132t, 135tr, 228–229
p.98tc Melissa Hargreaves, Boss
Model Management; pp.132t,
228t, Rosie Nixon, Boss Model
Management; p.135tr Helen
George, Boss Model
Management
Fotoluminate, Shutterstock.com p.165c
Friis-Larsen, Liv, Shutterstock.com
p.290cr
Gaughan, Nicola, © Nicola Gaughan
Iconic Creative 2011
www.iconiccreative.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)7753 413005
pp.131tl, 296b
Goldswain, Warren
Shutterstock.com p.223br
Goncharuk, Shutterstock.com
p.214tr
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